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Tiw objective for this,enabling element is:

-1-

Enabling Elemont .001.03.9.1

Write Behavioral Objectives

Prospectus

The ,part'icipant writes and classifies (according to the

taxonomies of Bloom and Krathwohl) mechanically pretise

behavioral objectives,

1

;

;

1

Be}: ioral objectives describe observable student behavior which
-4

will cc r if the teacher's goals are met. This approach to planning of

le:,rnin_ piovidcs for cllr means of determining 1) learning strategies

and/or approaches, 2) possible use of media, 3) evaluation methods and

preoedutes, and 4) clear student ,understanding of what is expected. \

1. ,, , 0

.001.03.9.1.1 The benefits described above are clearly exemplified in

Behavioral - objectives; by David E, Hernandez. Work through this

progried book. A.copy is located in the Resources Center.

.001.03.9.1.2 Observable student behavior\Can be-divided into three,.)

cate?ories, orudomains": the cognitive, affective, and psycho-motor:

Bloom's Taxonomy of Euuca-tional classifies the cognitive, or

ihtellettual, domain. . 5

ti
Step OnekR.edd paiges 201 to.207 of .Bloom. If any of the levels are

unclear, or if you wish to have More infoimatiOn, look up the aR7

propriate sections(s),heginning on page 62..
, k

ftvn4Twp: For the follwing stated,behavioial objectives', clItermine,

the category from Bloom which they fit.% Write the category label .

in the blank to the. left of the objective.

1. Can design instruments to inventory

the physical needs of students.

2. Can determine the feasibility of a

suggested resource.

3. In clasn, 'ith no:referolces, thle

. Student can .list and define,- in

writinor orally, the thrce criteria
for fTecific objectivcIs.

. 4, Can coordinate the school program
with other community institutims.

40
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5. Can interpret the content through which

the behavior is to be developed.

6. Is able to analyze the accumulated records

of the learner.

When you haVe completed this exercise, turn to. page 3 to check your

answers.

U

C. /'
:;)

0/
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ANWERS'TO COGNITIVE l;,EVELS

.5.

1. Synthesis-
2.. Evaluation
3. Knowledge

4. Application
5.. Comprehension
6. Analysis

r.

If you missed one of the six, you may wish to .review the appropriate

section in Bloom. -

If you missed more than one of the six, re-read the appropriate sections

in Bloom.

41,
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Now think back to the initial experienbe of flying a kite. Write

six behavioral objectives (one .for each level of Bloom) which you would

like to hgve particigants achieve through such an experience.

0

Checkyour six objectives against the Bloom and Hernandez books to be

sure thby have the three essential elements end fit the correct category.

O

7
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.001.03.9.1.3 The affective, or attitudinal, domah is classified in

ograthwohl's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. Read pages 176 to 185.

.Xf any of the levels are uncleror if you wish to have more information,

look up th-, appropriate section(s) beginning on page 95.

,

For the following gtated" behavioral dbjectives, determine the

category from Krathwohlwhich they fit. Write the category label in the

blank to the left of the'objective.
4

6.0

Given an enabling olcmcnt in writing behav-
ioral objectives, the learner completes The

element.

2. Characteristically assesses and evaluates

pupil progress periodically.

3. During the initial stars of his intern-
ship, the learner observes with increasing
differentiation the sights dnd sounds en-

.

countered in school.

4. Characteristically assesses and evaluates

Rupil progress periodically.

C

---.c.
When wcrking with a team, the learner 1

assumes responsibility for drawing reti

cent members of a group into convers7tion.

When you have completed this eercise, turn tO page 6.. to check your

answers.

I.

5
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'ANSWERS TO AFfECT,IVE LEVEL; ,

.

,
.

1. Responding
, 0

c

G

2. Organization , 4,

3. Receiving Mk.
,4. .Cbaracterization by a Value 'or .3Value tomplex

5. Valuing . .

z.

4
TY you missed one of ,ive, you may wish to review the appropriate

Section of Krathwohl.
0

*

If you missed more than one, re-read the appropriatensections in Krathwohl.

a

io

I
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-., Think again of the kite flying experience. Write 5 behavioral
objectives, (me for e h level of Krathwohl) which you would like to
.have participants achi "through such, an experience.

, .

.

check your five objectives. agaitnst the Krathwohl book to be sure
they have the three essential elemOts and fit the correct category:
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CLASSIFY OBJECTIVFS 'BY CRITERIA TYPE

sf.SI CO?1
10001111s

"

1A. In this element you will classify,criteria-base'd objectives

according to le types of eriteri4 used in .assessing teacher competencies.

The objective is:'

Given descripti'ons and examples of each type

of.criteria-based objective, classify-objec-
tivcs abcording to type with 8096' accuracy. ,

,

The 'elementlis arranged 'in "scrambled" forma and throughout

the element you will,be asked to respond to 4uesfions by selecting .

from given alterriatives._ INDICATE YTIR SELECTION BY'PLACING A CHECKV

yd!rx IN THE BLANK. BEFORE"TIT,ALTERNOIVE AND FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS

GIVEN.AT THE MD OF YOUR SELECTION . .

i

i .
A \

TIlle primary function of criteria-based objectives is to define

studeniCompetencies and criteria to be pplied in assessing com-

petencies. In teachet' education; dompetenCies-are defined as being

those atitudes, understandings, skills,' and behaviors which facili-,

tate intellectual, social, emotional, and physical growth in child-

rcri. Three types of'criteriaare applied to assessing student cora-

peZencies. These are;, .

)

-
Cognitive-based criteria which are red to assess knowledge

and understandings; '
,

Performance-based critePia which/aare applied in assessing

teaching behaviors;
N,

Consequence- based criteria which are used to assess

competence by, examininCTJETE7eMent of pupils taught by,the

teadier.
a

.

a

,,,

LD

°An,objective which calls for, prospective teacher to view

's movie' and submit_ a, written report ,would be an examp,le of a

Cognitive-based Objective' (go, to 3A),

---Farformance-based4Obje4tive (go to 2B)

----Mnrequence-based ObjectiVe- (go to 4A)

0

IB. The objective you have chOsen calls or assessment on'the

h-sle,of pupil performnee. An exploratory obj"ctive would not define

the criterion 1,,easure it terms of a prospective teacher's ability to

brii about chance in others. Return to 7C and selea another 'alter-.

native.

s.

')
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'1C. A performance: -based ajective focus::: ou the ability .to'

draw uporphlowldge, :kills, and k;e1c.vioPs in order to perform in

a teohing.situation. While it is certainly .wcensary for a prolpective

teach(.1" to,i,n0ertt.-.nd a concept before he teach,:s it, an objective.

written with the c.ritrIrion you selceted calls only for cognitive

l..nowlcage, not for the dflmonLtration of ability to tech the concept.

Retdrn to GA zInd select a r,erfore.nce-hased criterion.

PERFOPMANCE-BASED
what the

teacher DOES
that counts

2A." Right The criterion you selected calls for the student

to he assessed on the basis of Imowledge'he has acquired about an

inquiry iecWque. If the prospective teacher were reqtlirdd.to'41ce'..

the technique with'peers or the criterion and thus the object-

lye, would not be : .,ed3 if the prospective teacher were
6

r

r..clired to employ the Suchman technique in the teaching of

a concept, -chi: objf;ctSye would be class.0.7i..id as a performance-

based objectAre.,
\

Performance-based cbjectives requir,, thp demonstration of

prescribed teaching behaviors under siroalq&d!or real conditions.

The prospective tr.acher is,evaluate8 on tE'e basis cr:.his.being able

to applyMr:owle,dr!e he has .acquired about teaching' s:zil/s tend :techniques

. in order to put them to'use.
Terformance-based objctives assess a iospective teacher's

Ability to Lring about change in others, (go to 5B)

Intellectual 1,:nowledge and'abilities. (go, to 7B)

Ability to domenstrate prescribed teaching behavic5rs.

(go to GA)

2E. This objective is classified as a cognitive-based Objective

as the criterion calls for a behei..lor which demonstrates cognitive

Ir.nowlndge and undtanlin. .For tore information a1 out cognitive-

'LaSed_objfIctives go\to 3A.

/

2C: Whoa! You're fiting ahehd of us. When a prospective

teacher teachIPs a concept toN-pupils,./e'm certainly interested Lin

.hether or not learning takes Place. However, performance-based

objectives i,re not written to Wif.le;:f3 he teacher's ability to bring

about learning. Return lo GA and :m.1 .et-another criterion.

., ,,

pmrovAtqcr-Tm

Ji '.4- ...----1 It's 11;a1-7-01e--'*-

.
I '.':!acher DOrS that

/ \

/ \ --4 counts
,,..)..

\
...00,

A.4........

oryrroamorair.

. .40
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3A. In than objective the student in required to demonstrate

knoacdge, and uncIT:.andir,Ts. r.ognitive-bared olrjectives may call

for b,havior at ,:ray of thee: taxonomic levels -,identified by Benjamin

Llenm i..nd aLcnciaton or in similar clz.ssificatic:n systems. The

prospective Veaaer is evaluated on the.basis of the intellectual

skill or abilities required in the objective. In other words, .a

''stUdent in teacher education may be assessed .)ti the basis of what

he knows about teaching, not how well he can perform teaching acts,

no how succensful'h,., is in getting children to learn. Select the

appropriate cocnitive-based criterion for the following objective:.

folloWing a demonstration on the Suchrnan Inquiry

teehnique the prospedtive teacher

Writes a brief summary describing the technique

and its uses. s(go to 2A)
Employs the technique in teaching a concept

to studenrts. ,(go to.413)

Teaches the rules to children who then cat

use the technique during an inquiry session.

(go to 6B)

3B. The objective you selected has a cognitive-based criterion.

.aploratory objectives do not call for a given cognitive} behavior.

Return to 7Ciani1 mal:e another selection.

EXPLORATORY
it's the

tXPERIENOE
t-T=Tafs

3C. In conscquenced-bcvd objectives,Ithe achievement of pupils

taught by the prospctive teacher is examined t9 assess the competence

of the-prospective teacher.,

Thich of the following objectives has a consequence bared criterion?

Given A math gatne the prospective teacher explains the

cr:bes a c str:ytcgles to six pupils, five

,ben play tl.r.1 gathe independently. (go

/ video-taped ,demonstrat4n of .a guided

ash-lescon, the prosp'eCtd.ge'teacher iden-.

ratrgy Lmployud by.. the demonstrating

t,-.4c11,2r.' (go to SA)

Oven a ten minute video-taped lesson,the prospective,

teacher code's interaction present in the lesson and

inierprets his code with On accuracyi (go to IA)

ru:len ani dry

or vIlom

Following a
discoveI'y t

ilie the
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stg con Iowa

4A. Conrcqucnce-based objectives are assessed on the basis of

a prospective teacher's ability to bring about change in others, no

on his ability to write reports. The criterion in the objective in,'

lA is cogniti e'-based. Go to 3A.
COGNITIVEBASrD,

5
It's what the

tedth'er KNOWS-
that counts.

4B. The criterion you selected required a kospective teacher

to demonstrate teaching behavior by employing an inquiry strategy,

whereas a cognitive-based objective assesses cognitive knowledge and

underStanding. Return to 3A and select another criterion.

6

4C. Sorry, the criterion you selected was cognitive-based.

Consequence-based criteria assess a prospective teacher's ability

to bring about' change in others. In order to assess this ability

we would

Test the knowledge of the preSpective teacher. (go to 6C)

Test the pupils' taught by the prospective teacher. (go

Jto 3C)
Assess the prospective teacher's ability to demonstrate

a particular teaching method. (go to 8C)

CCNSEQUENCE-BASED
It's what the.PRILS know

and do that counts

SA. The objective you have chosen has a cognitive-based criterion.

Objectives with consequence-based criteria assess a prospective

teacher's cry,octence by examining the achievement of his pupils. Return

,-to 3C and select another alternative.

sp. Cops: Consequence-based r)hjectives assess the ability to

bring aboUt change in others. Performance-based objectives are focused,'

on demansration of teaching behaviors. Return to 2A and select another

alternative.
\
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SC. You'r.. ).ctiiiir, the mes.eage! In teacher education pepformance-

I\Jeed.cTjectivPe fc, On the rospec 've teacher's ability to perform

hdJavioys. Come( enee-based objectives assess

a pro.vAtive ,-!ch(1.1r; ability to bring about change in others. As-

el elel(nt 15 beeed on the achievement of pupils "taught by the prospective

teecher. -A ilonreeuenec-besed objective may be 'siated in the following .\

manef.r. The p:..eepective teacher plans and presents a lesson on the

opLI.et ion of the tare recorder which results in 50 of the pupils in-

dependently 'nperptinif: the tape recorder.
. .

Select qe appr4riate consequence-baeed criterion for the

followiu objecti,W.
Given a series of math equations, the prospective teacher,

1<c:duces each equation to its simplest form. (go to 4C)

Explains to peers, in a micro-teaching situation,

yhc, procpsq involved in.reducing.equations to a

simpler' form. (go to BA)

Develops a. module which enables 50% of the pupils

using the module to reduce the equations to the

simplest 'form. (go to 30e

1

CoNSFi

It's what the PUPILS
know that counts

M.I.

.

.)%2 .

1 C.!,.....
.r*-

r c?

6A. Perform anec-Lceed objctives focus on the ability to demon-

'

strate or u.-,e vt?s,:ihed teaching bt.:pvicrs. Performance-based criteria

are used to el:::,.,ss.a prospective teadher's ability to do the kind of

things a teacher has to do. These include a wide-range of teaching

behaviors eueh as eriting lesson plans, selecting and using gia variety

of methods, str-teeiee and media, arlqinging the learning environment,

diagnosing learnine needs, mecribing for students, intefiviewitlg,,p4

enfc, kuipingfrords and case his:Vories, Etc. .

. , .'
,

t.

In tcacher edurtIon 1:: use this type of objective to provilde opportun.e

itite,.for prospective teachers to practice and refine theibehaviorS

nted-d fer t,achilre. LN
.

;'1.(act a V.:I Fel:,:inc-bls.3
eriterion fo.r thefollcwiilg'61,jective.

Givtn a ocial seie:Ice concept, the prospective teacher

_

, 1

tescriec its relationship to another cC'Nfpept in

E.eneralizaticn form. (go to le)
/

F;ele m aets and deonctraites an apprcpriate ktrategy,, . .

lc,n teaching the concept to 4th grade upils. (go to 5C)

r...oloys an eppropriate strategy in tea ing the concept,

after which ?O'3 of his., pupils write an acceptable def-

initien ri c'h e concept. (go ter 2C)



sEst coti Amo"
Sc,rry, Yk,a roocud! T'Ac critCrion you cQlected calls for

aYsc,_;!-....ci oh Lhe baLip of his pupil's

P s:!:d Lnothcr crituPiou.

cliteria are used to assess ,knowledge,

LA inttallolvl btiti and skills of a ospective
t c:ch;:p. A.70tur., "co C ant :;elect anothup alteroatie.

CO rQUENCE-bASZD
1t' what the fUilILS,

know and' do that

counts .

........4.6...

(74'.

nmemisax.....1.1. aort......mer,

... (:l) 1,

.

, .

.- ../ \
, .. Ohjectivas with coi.seqtrer.co-based criteria assess., a pro-

.-:--- re,:checis. oe7peteAotliVestir.il, the performance of his

1-,12.-..13:3. '1'1.:.: oh.jecti..72 you iloseis not a consoquencci--basc,ci objct-
.

v.... rv-1.-J.n-r. --to 2C z..11c1 seIt. --t a)othare objective .
,...._ ,----,, /.--,

1...
[goal ". . . .."".'
..............

cOUSCQUiliCE-PASED ) ,.
. +-L' Llig1 th,.1 PUPILS ''''''.

I!:oew atd do that counts
.1 ........

/ T1 te1lectu63 kocaLed, cnd Rbili ties form the data base
'c... ara

r,. .cotr1 knoYllgt r1,1 :-,o5J 1 ties. Return to 2A

(T. if ctolo
1.,-,. r------.... -----z,------

. .

>: 1 PM;FC,Ii:.r,ANCI.:-3AST:1) I,- - ......-...- .

J.: t. fl what the.. teacher
.1' %...-..it couh-cs

1
L..........=-__ _...,,,

. /.
C. -..i. jrt; "'he o'..-i-j,.:ctiv...: you Ao.--...-, has a consequence-bw,ed

L',..3....i..,..4.;
:......:-; ,!e., rzy...11,...n.t)tc..._^ aiid h.,1.-,..Io ro.1-,..ti os behaviors are also

r:.-1,::.;-.1.:- ...., ,..ach (..::: tt.e e)firled cat-%47,orics. Developing cognitive

1.,.r."..r, . :...lsou;.t: a--.Iithds ard values, as 4011 as developing aware-
1021. 71-' Othr'.'S feelings,. attitudes, Pnd valves r.! an he assessed by

1,2.,-,n ; (.-:...,1.175.ve-1,t.-...ed ci..,iteri..a. Ay e.:arnpl.c of -this type of objective
.:7, r: ..:

11

r5A c.(riinar, .he pporietive teachtlr
towaid *ea:-hit:; that is

1)../ tudeLt II 1rall110111.
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so to fail"'
An example of a p!rfc,manoe-based objective which incor-

rates intellecturd, hu!:.n /,,lations, and affective skills may be:

''The prosp(etive tc,e-her selects and employs an appro-

L
priate interview tcohnique during an interview with a

child. ....
A prospective teacher should become adept in relating to others,

rpceiving feedback, and altering techniques after considering feed-

Mck. Performance- based objectives are written to°give the prdspect-
ive teacher an opportunity to practice and refine the skills necessary

for this type of teaching behavior.
Objectives using a consequence-based criterionocall for the

ospective iedcfeer to display intellectual, affective, human relations
d psychomotor skills of a high quality, and to interface these

skills to fa.cilitate behavior modification in his pupils. Motivation
and attitude chand! are two areas where the prospective teacher might

demonstrate his fibility to incerporate and use ail four skills.

\ An example. e)f a consequence-based objective of this type

ma4y be.
,

The prospective te,pdher plans and teaches, a unit on dental

health which reL7ults- 40% of his pupils'. demonstrating a

positive attitude aout the careof the teeth by voluntaril/

hrushing,their teeth after lunch.

Some werienees may have value for crocpective :Leachers even
thotfghific outcomes from the expericnca may not be identified

in advance. Participating in the event elicits varied responses
from each person, because of his unique value orientation, back-

ground, purposes, and needs. Such.objectives, which specify events

to be engaged in rather than outcomes to-be attained (as in. cognitive,

performance, and consevrnce objectives) are referred toas explora-

tory objectives.
An .example of an explorato/y on is:

The prospective tea her s.ciects a.story and reads it to a

gLour of cultulally deprived children.

Or:

The prospective teacher lives one week with a
family who resides in 'a ghetto area.

Select the objective below that can he classified as an explor-

atry objctive.

r')
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Given deeoriptions and examples of each type of

criteria-beeed objective, ,classify ob3ectives accor-

ding to types with 9U% accuracy. (go to 3B)

DuTing a library reading period, the prospective
teacher helps a child select a book for enjoyment.

(go to 8B)
The prospective teacher presents a lesson des fined

\ to increase pupils' appreciation of Bachls Trydsic

\\ after which the pupils voluntarily listen a

selection by Bach. (go to 1$) ,

he prospective teacher serves as a teac er aide in

school for emotionally disturbed children. (go to 9A1

; EXPLORATORY
It's the
'EXPERIENCE
that counts

8A. Consequence-based criteria Are used to assess the ability

to bring about change ib others, not the ability to do the things

that can be done to hr ng about the change. The criterion you.: selected

is performance-based s it is focused on a teaching behavior rather

than the result of that behavior. Return to 5C and select another
^

Alternative.

CO= QULNCE-HASED
whathat the PUPILS

know and _do that counts'

\ \

/1\0

8b. You're &ose: This abjectly may appear to be an explora-

tory Objcetive at first glance.. Howev r, the objective calls for

the prepective teacher to' employ intel ectual and human relations

skille in peifoiming a particular function--helping a child select

a 1,-o1; to read for eTijoyment. This objective has a cpecific outcome,

then-as explova.ecry objectives specify events to be experienced

rather than specific outcomes. Return to 7C and select another

allernetive. t0

9

fl'
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6C. Perform:nce-bred criteria assess the ability to perform

teaching,:l.ets. return to 5C and select another criterion.

Istsammslows...o,

c,

/I
4,

9A. Very good! The distinction between exploratory objectives /and other types of objectives, is often difficult to make. You have

succeded in making this distinction. Continue to 9B to assess your.'

achieverent of the objectives stated for this element.

CONSEQUENCE-BASED
It's wh4 the ROPILS
know and do that

counts

9B. Using the following classification system
I Cognitive-based Objectives

II Performance-based Objectives

III Consequence-based Objectives
IV Exploriltory Objectives

classify the given objectives according to types by writing the

appropriat: symbol(s) in the blank preceding Bach objective.

1. .
After viewing the movie "Summer Children" the student

writes a two-page description of strategies employed

in the experimental school.

2. In a micro-teaching situation, the prospective teacher

correctly utilize: all procedures in the Schulman Inquiry

technique.
Following a lecture. on the preparation of lesson plans,

the prospective, teacher evaluates (according to given

criteria) a plan prepared by another student.

4. Given a group of kindergarten children, the prospective

teacher designs and presents a lesson that reculti in

50% of the children correctly identifying five basic

colors.

J. Before teaching a: lesson that calls for small group dis-

cussion, the prospective teacher arranges classroom

seating in a manner that his instructor and three peers

agree would best permit the desired group interaction.

6. In a high school science class) the pros ective teacher

arranges a dissonant situation that resu is in at least

two pupils requesting an explanation fo its occurence.



7.

8.
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y BES Int AVAILABLE

After planning for the teaching of a given geography

concept, the prospective teacher prepares visual aid

materials to accompany the lesson that are colorful,

clearly visible, and consistent with the total prepen-

, tation.
The prospective teacher sits in on a parent-teacher

conference.

9. The prospective leacher. teaches a lesson on "Good Manners"

in the Lunchroom," after which pupil behavior in the lunch-

room is observed to assess the effectivpness of the lesson.

10. After working withpupils in a tutorial situation, the

prospective teacher selects and employs diagnostic tech-

niques in order to diagnose reading difficulties of the

?tutored pupils,

Go to page 11 to check your z'esponses.



9C. We classified the objectives ;Y) the following manner:

Ira
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LNABLING ELEMENT .001.03.9.3

Design Flow Charts

Prospdctus

The objective for this Enabling Element is:.

The Participant constructs simplified flowcharts

to communicAte or design instructional operations.

Flow charting is a meaningful way to describe the process and

alternative options which students follow in completing a module. Instructions

can be classified, not only for students, but also for the curriculum

developer. Tracing the instructional alternatives and decision points

through a module often highlights needed improvements. Thus, while flow

charts are not required to implement a modular appkoach, they do provide

a'useful tool.

ANN

* From U. Robert Houston, et a7. Developing Learning Modules. Houston;

Texas: University of Houston. 1971.

n
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Flow Chart=Exathple I .

Explain the relation-hip between patterns of urbanization-

suburbardzation and selected education problemse-such as the so-called

dropout .rate, racism in school, and so-called crossin over for teachers.

INSTRUCTIONAL PATHWAY Q'

A. See videotape #1, Cities--Part I;
.

B. Read Havilghurst's Education in Metropolitan 'Area;

C, Attend a seminar where the students discuss the problems noted
D

in the objective.
Q

Use the symbols at \the bottom of the page and construct as\imple
\

flow chart on another sheet of paper to show this set.of operatiOhs.-,

When you have completed the flow chart, turn to page 3 to check your

*responses.

ra

7

0

READ

4-

f/444.44444.

INSTRUCTIONS

- .



ti

ft

r

Suggested Sequence for Exainple\I,

.7

Read
Havinghurst's
Education in
Metropolitan

Area
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'Flow Chart--Example II

OBJECTIVE:N.

Explain the relation,ship between patterns of urbanization-

sulo:x.anization and selected education problems, such as the so-.

called dropout tate, racism in school; and o-called crossing

.0

over for teachers.

INSTRUCTION A PATHWAY

A. Listen to slide-tape 42 which has a series of questions at

the end of the tape;

8. If the student scores 80% or more, he-exits the module;

C. If the student cores less than 80% he attends seminar #12

and goes to the next operation.

Use the symbols at the bottom of the page and construct a simple

flow dhart on another sheet of paper to show the set of operationp.

When you have comple'ted the flow chart, turn to page 5 to check your

responses.

INSTRUCTIONS

4

c)41>4.



Enter

-.5-

Suggested Sequence for Example II

Listen
to

Slide-Tape 42.

Attend
Seminar #12

I.
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Flow Chart--Example III

OBJECTIVE:

Given a description of each of 3 'different children, state whether

physical, social, or intrinsic reinforcement would be most likely

to be effective for each child, and decide the manner and timing

for using each. \\\

INSTRUCTIONAL PATHWAYS

A. Take module pre-assessment;

B. If a score of 10 or more, the student goes to Seminar 8-2;

C. If a score of less than 10, the student has his option of

Seeing video-tape presentation 8-4,

2. Seeing slide-tape presentation 8-3,

3. Doing his own thing;

After C the student goes to Df

D. Go to Seminar 13 2.

Use the symbols at the bottom of the page and construct a simple

flow chart on another sheet of paper to show this set of operations.

When you have completed the flow chart, turn to page 7 to check your

responses.

0

INSTRUCTION...11..i



SuggestedSequence. for Example III.
,,,,

Pre-Assessment

I

Yes
EXit

See
Video-Tape B -4

Select
One

411

See
Slide -Tape B-

Your
Choice
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Flow Chart--Example IV

in instructional specialist, in designing a way for a student

to get into a module, specifies these operations.

INSTRUCTIONAL PATHWAY,

A. Enter the mcelele and then read module prospectus;

B.,;--Devide-whether he wants to take pre-assessment;

C. If so, he takes pre-assessment, then goes to Step E;

D. If not, he goes directly to Step E;

E. The student is to have a Conference with his advisor where

he identifies the parts of the module to be completed,

Use the symbols at the bottom of the page and construct a simple

flow, chart on another sheet of paper to show.1111* set of operations.

When you have completed the flow chart, turn to page 9 to check .your.

responses.

1

INSTRUCTIONS



_g-

Suggested Sequence for Example IV

No

Read
Prospectus

.

Pre - Assessment

.1/41 Conference

4.
"-------,7 yith Advisor
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Flow Chart--Example V

The student constructs and teaches,a science lesson to an

elementary class.

INSTRUCTIONAL PATHWAY

A. Enter, read the module prospectus, and/then decide whether

he wants to continue (if not, he exits) ;

B. Read pp. 80-87 in Gega's text Science in Elementary Education;

C. Prepare a lesson on any science prinCiple appropriate for a

fifth grade class;

D. Submit the lesson to the instructor for approval;

E. If plan is approved, the studen,i is to teach a fifth grade

class at a time and. place set,-by. instructor;

F. If the plan is notapproved,:the student is to revise plan

based on instructor's IdeaS and then teach the class.

Use the symbols atathe bottom Of the page and construct a simple

floO chart on another sheet of papd,r to show this set of operations.

'when you have completed the flow chart, turn to page 11 to check your

TEST

O

t : )



.

--11-.

Suggested Sequence for. Example V \\,

1..../Read assigned

1

text

1
4.1

Prepare

1

P

Lesson

--Ta.

Submit
to Instructor

Yes
No Epproved?

---)! Revise
Lesson Plan

Teach
Lesson



Flow ChartExample VI

The student distinguishes between educational goals and instructional

objectives.

INSTRUCTIONAL PATHWAY:

A. View PPIT #1 or view Edicational Objectives,. by .Vimcet;

B., Take Quiz A, supplied LIP the instructor;

C. If 10 or more correct, exit module;

D. If less than 10 correct, read Mager' "Preparing Educational

Objectives";

E. Take Quiz B, supplied by instructor;

F. If 10 or more correct, exit module;

G. If less than 10 correct, see instructor.

Use the symbols at the bottom of the page an construct a simple

flow chart on anothersheet of paper to show the set of operations.

When you have completed the flow chart, turn to page 13 to check your

responses.

INSTRUCTIONS.



Select
One
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A

Suggested Sequence for Example VI

View PPIT
#141=4

,View
EdOcational
Objectives

tommisma444........=sneu

0

4

Yqs

Yes

See Instructor

,..........J
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Flow ChartExample VII

OBJECTIVE:

!Describe format of cOmronly used standardized tests.'

'Use the symbols belocl/ to cotstruct a flow chart for the following .

3

operation.

INSTRUCTIONAL PATHWAYS

A. 'Student. enters;

.

B. Student reads Chapter 5 in Davis' Educational Measurements

and Their Interpretation;

C.. Answers questions on quiz supplied by the instructor,

corrects.own quiz;

D, If student gets 5 or more correct he attends seminar on evaluation;

E. If he gets less than 5 correct he sees his instructor then

attends seminar on evaluation.

-
Turn to page 15 to check .t.lw flow chart which you have made on

another sh9et of paper to show the set of operations.

INSTRUCTIONS



t. A
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Suggested Sequence for Example VII

to...11

to

/Read Chapter 5,

Davis' Educational
Melsurement fi
Their Interpretations

,

Test supplied
by instructor

Yes

itmtt.........moottattalatatta....alMatagICtO.Ma

Instructor.

111

Attend'

Seminar on__

Evaluation

1

V

*
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ENABLING ELEMENT 001,03.9.4

Develop Assessment Procedures*

The objeciv2p for the Assessment Enabling Element are:

The participant definesPcriteria-reference assessment.

2. Given a cognitive and performance objective and ac,sess-

,m2nt items, the participant distinguishes between appropriate and

inappropriate assessment items.

3. Given exploratory and consequence objectives the parti-

cipant conitucts brief assessment items.
4--

Assessment procedures are vital in criterial-referenced teacher

education programs; they provide feedback to students to determine

whether or not they, have met the stated program objective's. They also

provide 'information to instructors and curriculum developers c-oncern-,

ing the viapility of activities 'in bringing about student change.

Pre-assessment measures students' competence with respect to

(1) module prerequisites and (2).enabling objectives of the module.:

which lead to the terminal objective.

This nabling Element is designed to aid participants to employ

more effective assessment instuments.

#

* From W. Robert Houston, et al. De121.2himlf2Enimillg Houston,

Texas: University of Houston. 1971.



Step One: Reconsider the initial experience of flying a kite. What

criteria were used to determine your degree of success in undertaking

that experience? (How did you evaluate yourself?)

List them below.

Step Two: Describe theostructure of the evaluation of a y other enabling

elements of this component which you have undertaken. I yoU have not

undertaken any other elements, bow would you suggest your performance in

this element be evaluated?

Step Three: By making uie.of your ideas in Steps One.and Two, describe

how the intern's degree of success is determined in Performance Based

Teacher Education.

Such assessment is called "criteria-reference assessment." To be sure

you mean the same thing we do by this term, turm to page 3 for; our definition.
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The definition of criteria-referenced assessment.could include

any of the followingt

A. Assessments designed to measure the objectives taught.

B. Assessments in which an individual's score is interpreted

in relationship to a fixed criierion, not the scores

of other individuals..

C. Assessments deSigned to measure accurately whether or

not each student has attained statedrobjectives.
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I

In front of the

the lette
If the _t
tives, le

OBJECTIVE

assessment item

of the object.:.ve the asse

m provided does not measu

ve the space blank.

A. Se ect appropriate

m th equipment

'Code interactio

analysis,lessq

//
Construct h/test to

measure puioil math

achievement

D. Identiiy proper

quesiioning tech-

nique

E. ,Use questioning

techniques with
peers

1

n meral, lis

ment itemTh-m.4a:.ures.

e any of th lobject-

I

ASSESSMENT ITEM .

I

.1

Identify thl-names
Flanders', Athidon, and

HQugh
I

2. Design a t st to measure

math achie ement

3. Use sheet elow to code

the lessorIcn Tape A

using rlarldersfsystem.

4. Construcrimath equip-

ment.for emedial in-

struction!

.115. Teach a
in which
tioning

esson to peers'
you use ques-
echnique

6. Given th interaction'

analysisj. data below,

tell what strategy
the teaqher used

7. Which o the following

materials are appropri-

ate fora third grade
mathematics lesson on

the colutative property.'
(MateH ls then listed.)

I

J
8. Use he tape pro-

v ed t .find proper ,-'''

questionAng techniques

1



We think the assessment items measured the objectives as'follows:
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***-*, .

Assessment Worktext

Read the objective below and briefly tell how you would assess

student-Performance of the objective.

0
1. Observe a class of mentally retarded children.

2. Constuct anO:t:.ach a lesson to an eighth grade class

in which a..psychomolor skill is leayned by at least

ao% of thq pupils. .

3. While :teaching one small reading group, demonstrate

management skills by organiziag the activities of the

entire class so that they are constructively occupied.

4. Without using ridicule, teach at least three pre-

school children to tie their shoes.

5. Visit*at least four parents of your students in

their homes.

0,

e3
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ENABLING ELEMENT 001.03.9.5

Specify Enabling Activitied*

Prospectud

The objective for this enabling element is

Given an objective of each type (Cognitive, Performance,

Consequence, and Exploratory), state the purpose of the enabling

activity for each objective, list alternate and equivalent enabling

activities for each, and name the environment of the activity with

a mininUin of three errors.

Enabling activities contribute to the learner being able to

teach an objective. The activities must be appropriate for the

objective.. Wile not replicating the Post assessment activity, they

should be near or at: the same level of difficulty.

The learner is given a choice of activities. This permits

him to select a mode and medium most suited to his own style

of learning. You, as a learner in this situation, could be

provided two alternate and equivalent activities which would

contribute to your being able to complete the objectives. For

example, a slide-tape presentation could be provided as an

alternative to printed material. A third option,. "Participant

Option", is also available. This option should be provided

in all modules to permit individualization and provide for

unique. participant procedures for achieving the 'objectives.

In a fourth option, you may go directly to the post assessment

activity. This option, too, is characteristid of modules.

Your options are shown graphically on the flow chart for this

element of page 2.1 You may now exercise your options.

.* From W% Robert Houston, et al. Developinsj.,parning Modules.

Houston, Psican UnivLn-srty of Hourston. Pan:
.
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SELECT
ENABLING
ACTIVITY

SELECT

/ READ
PROSPECTUS

1MM.

YES

READ
PRINTED MATTER

danwur.www..........

PARTICIPANT
ONE OPTION

1

TALK WITH
PARTICIPANTS

...1.1......111111=M11

V,

NIMMIX11.111.011111.1
POST-ASSESSMENT

YES

ATISFACTO ?

TALK WITH
CONSULTANT

1
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Enabli g Activities

An enabling activity is a earning experience that con-

tributes to the learner's succes ully completing the assess-

ment activity for an objective. e enabling activity should
provide the learner with the additi nal kncwledge, understand-
ing, skill, and behavior needed in't e assessment activity.

Knowledge

Enabling activities are directly related to an objective.

They are not the same activity as the assessment activity. How-

ever, the learner should feel he can do the assessment activity

after ccnpletini the enabling activity.

1
Enabling

Activity

Objective

Assessment Activity

aNI +MVP :raw

Enabling Enabling

Activity Activity



0

Each objective should have at least two alternate and

equivalent enabling activities. This provides the learner

with an opportunity to seleCt the activity that best meets

his needs and learning style. Providing this type of choice

is one of the ways to personalize the program.

A

Answers
Cognitive Questions

Multiple Choice
Examination

Read

Printed
Matter

Listen
to
Lecture

am* ..11,5Ur romp 1

Each enabling activity shouldbe followed by an opportunity

for the learner to engage in assessment activity.

There is not a series of enabling activities 16ading to the

objective. This procedure provides the learner with immediate

feedback, another important feature of good learning programs.
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.
The type of objective will determine the purpose for the

enabling activity. The chart below shows the relationship of the

objective to,the purpose.
1

TYPE OF OBJECTIVE PURPOSE OR THE ACTIVITY

COGNITIVE

PERFORMANCE
,,,.

CONSEQUENCE
i

.

.

EXPLORATORY

.

....------
,

DATA INPUT

BHAVIOR DEVELOPMENT -
REFINEMENT OR REALITY TEST

BEHAVIOR DEVELOPMENT --'
REFINEMENT OR REALITY TEST

MOTIVATION OR REALITY TEST

The following objective is'a performance type of objective:-111
Given a group Of children, teaches a mathematical concept

using an inductive teaching strategy. 111.11=b

It would require enabling activities that focused on behavior

development or refinement.

Data Input EnablineActiVities
Data input enabling activities provide the, cognitive base for

the learner.
The learning environment for this type of activity is an

Information Resource Area.
Some of. the enabling activities include:

Lecturing e=k

Printed material
Audio-taRes;,,or records

Televisio
Still picttres
Motion pictures
Slides prtfilm strips
Computers-

C
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Multi-media learning stations make it possible toqlse a:corn-

bination of modes.
Evaluation of data input enabling,aetivities require a consid-

.
.

eyatiou of: f
Speed of Dissimination How fast can the mode present the data?

T hii data

material

Logistics - Is the learner restricted in location an0dr time?

Sensory,IMpact Does the learner use more than one.jof

intake systems?-

Accessibility - How readily available is the instructional

to the learner? .

Behavior Development of Behavior Refinement Enabling Activities

The learning environment for this type of activity is a laboratory.

Laboratory is a generic term used to indicate a variety of approaches.

Some of the enabling activities for Behavior Development of

Bevavior Refinement include:.
Seminars
Micro-teaching
Simulation
Encounter Groups
Self Awareness Experiences .

*Human Relat:Ions'Training
Sensitivity

Some characterisitics of a laboratory setting mhich may be.used

to evaluate the activity include:

A psychologically supportive atmosphere;

A contrived segment of reality which is characteristic of

the real world; \

A feed-back system during the'process.

\

.

Some additional condiderations include:

1. Is there an Opportunity to 'try new behavior patterns? AgOk
2. Is honest and open feed-back used? .2.

3.. Is Is self-awareness increases? v
4. is only a segment of the real world used?

5. Is th e a focus on a specific task?

0

Reality Te

6.. Is a upportive climate present?
40

t Enabg Activities
aiming environment for this type of activity is the Field.

e;fie.0 provides a reality test in the real world, in contrast

tootge,partial and contrived reality of the laboratory. Some' of the

enabling activities include: (

-
.,i' "N,

, . I

._

A.

.
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Observing
Being-a'teacher'aida.
Working as a tutor
Student teaching. .

CoMmunity activities
Internships' .

Some questions that may be asked

reality test inclUde:
1. Was.the activity representative of a class of experi-

ences in the "real world "? .

when evaluating enabling activities
..

2. Were techniques learned in the laboratory used?

3. Did the activity provide for a synthesis of prior

experiences? .experiences ?_`
',Was provision made for an analysis

\. ,\

Motivation EiWing Activities
The learningsenOirbriment,for this type

of the pre eding types of environmptts:

ra'''

nformation Res&irde Areas

boratory
Field, .

of the activity?

of activity could be any

Enabling activities might include many of the previously named

enabling, activities. Some of them

Community Activities
Lecturing
Printed Materials
Audio-tapes
Television
Still Pictures
Motion Pictures

Slides
Observing
Serving as Teacher Aid

Four types. 14 objectives have been

Cognitive
Verformbncer

Consequence
Exploratory

include:
Internships
Seminars

Micro-teaching
Simulation
Encounter Groups
,Self-Awareness Experiences
Human Relations Training
Sensitiv.ty Training

Tutoring
Student Teaching

7

.

identified. They are:

The purpose for the activity, the type of activity used, and the

,environment should be compatible with and pelate directly to the objective.

For example, this objective:
Nammomomeam.......1.1fts

Given a multiple-choice test on interaction analysis systems,

answers 8.5 out of 100 items correctly..
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This objective:

0

. r Teaches a lesson to peirs that reflects an indirect?

_'approach 75% of the time.

would need a behavior development activity and/or refinement activity

in a laboratory environment: The activity might be viewing a film

followed by a seminar session.

In the final analysis, the primary criteria for evaluating enablihg

activities are:
1. Were alternate enabling activitiesoprovided for each

objective? .

2. Was the purpose, type, and environment of the activity,

compatible with the objebtive?

3. Was the enabling activity followed by provision for

an assessment activity?

4. Did the activity provide a way for the learner to accomplish

his objective in the most effective,.efficient, and humanistic mode

possible? .

4

n

A

)

4

O
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Post Assessment

Given the following objectives, state the purpose of the enabling

activity, list alternate and equivalent enabling activities, and name

the environment for the activity. Check yourganswers on page 11.

A. Given a multiple choice examinaticn on interaction

analysis, answers the questions with 90% accuracy.

PURPOSE ACTIVITY ENVIRONMENT

4
B. Given a peer group, teaches a lesson using a

questioning techniqUe 75% of the time.

PURPOSE -ACTIVITY- ENVIRONMENT

C. Given a group of children', teaches a lessOn,,Were

90% of the children are able to illustrate Oe'associa-

tive property of addition. 00:
JeV

4fir
PURPOSE ACTIVI'Y ENVIRONMENT

10

0
.

71 4





A.

B.

C.

D.

Answer Section
1

PURPOSE ACTIVITY , ENVIRONMENT

Data Input

I

Lecture

Audio Tape

.

Printed
Material

'Learning
Resource Area

,

i

PURPOSE ACTIVITY ENVIRONMENT .

Behavior
Development or

Refinement

,
.

Audio Tape &

Seminar

'Motion Picture
& Seminar(

Laboratory

''PURPOSE'ACTIVITY ENVIRONMENT

..

Reality Test

,

Microvteaching

Tutoririg

Field

,

pu*sE
.7

.

,NGTIVITY
-

.% .

ENVIRONMENT

Motivation or
Reality Test

.

L.__

EncoUnter
Group

. .

Human Relation
Training

Laboratory

Should you disagree with the answers, you may want to discuss this

with other participants or with the consultants.

1

4
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ENABLING CLEMENT .001,03.9.6

MODULE/COMPONENT FORMAT.

Prospectus .

The objectives for this Enabling Element Are:

The participant orders specified'steps which communicate a sequence

Ifor'module and component operations.
The participant states the relationship between components and modules.

Module and Component formats may vary according to their purpose,

audience, facilitfes available, and need for special equipment. But

'regardless of the form which the module ultimately assumes gs It is presented

to students, certain stages or parts usually are included. The order that

these steps are followed by students often is the same. Persons re-

sponsible for developing module 1( need to recognize tie parts of modules.
c

-

6
and components, and the usual order in which'students follow these parts.,

,

e

I

* From W. Robert Houston, et al. Developing Learning. Modqles., pdaftn

Texas: University of Houston. 1971.

4
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Enabling Objective

-2-

COMPONENT /MODULE FORMAT

Given a tape 'recording of his, or another student's microteaching,

categorize the questions asked as memory, translation, interpretation,

lapplication, analysis, synthesis, orevaluatio with accuracy.

Enabling ActiVities.

1. Student reads written synopsis (D-1) of queption types

2. Student listens to audio-tape and categorizes specific

questions on the tape
. 5

3. Student takes audio-quiz-and submits to instructor

4. If the student scores415 or more, he completes the objective

5. .If not, he starts again by reading synopsis (D-1)

111101

,READ WRITTEN

[LO11121LS'9PYPESI
SYNOPSIS (D-1)
FQU

LISTEN TO AUDIO
TAPE SPECIFIED
'BY INSTRUCTOR

TAKE AUDIO
QUIZ SPECIFIED
BY INSTRUCTOR.

NO

YES
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Terminal Objective

. A a'.3 we

Ina ten-minute rrtcroteaching situation, the prospectiveAeacher

4

dill ask students each of the following types of questions: °memory,

41100 s ,

translation, interpretation, ap2lication, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.

Terminal Activities

1. Student gets instructions from instructor and practices

microteaching with another stuebnt.

.2. When student `thinks 4E Is ready for microteaching he gets
t

assignment from instructor.

3. Eg-_, then micrbteach%-' at assigned place while he audio-tapes

his teaching.

4.c Me then arranges a time for meeting with instructor, and

5.\,Attends meeting.

6. If his instructor is latisfied witri the taped microteaching,

the student completes the objective.

O

If his instructor is not satisfied the student tries anothe

microteaching situation.

GET INSTRUCTIONS,
PRACTICE MICRO-

'. TEACHING VITT;

ANOT!ER STUDENT

YES

ok

..SEE INSTKICTOR
FOR MICROITACHING
ASSIGNMENT

t

MIcROT EACH AT TIME
AND PLACE ASSIGNED ARRANGE MEET--

BY INSTRUCTOR. AUDIO M ING WITH
TAPE YOUR PRESENTATION INSTRUCTOR
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COMPONENT ,FOR'

Copy the flow chart from page S onto a sheet of paper and write

the steps listed below in the correct box.

\

1. Student Enters Teacher Education Program

2. Select Component for Study

3. Read Prospectus

'4a. . Continue?

5b. Exit

5. Take Pre-assessment?

6. Pre-assessment

7. Advisor Conference

8. PaSs all Objectives?

9. Select Modules to be completed

10. Select First Module

11: Complete Module

12a. All Modules Completed?

12b. Select Next Module

13.. Post-assessment

14. Pass?

15. All Components Completed?.

16. Exit
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COMPONENT FORMAT

fr4

0

.11



List the

fl&w:chart on

scramOled

page 7.

Scrambled Steps

#

-61

to,

1

COMPONENT FORMAT
et

nodule.steps in the order indicated by the

1. Take Pre-assessment?

2. Read Prospectus

3. Post' d'ssessment

4. .
Select Next Module

5. Advisor Conference

6. SelecX Module's to be Completed

7. Complete Module

8. Modules Completed?

9. Pass?

10. Enter

11. Exit

12. All Components Completed?

14. Continue? 5

1.5. Exit

16. Select First Module

17. Pre-assessment

18. Pass All Objectives?

,\

4

2.

3.

4a.

4b%

5..

7.

8..

9:

10.

11.

12a.

12b.

13.

14.

15.

16.

4

0

Student Enters Teacher
Edu ation Program

404

Student Exits Component'

4 it





C,

Design a module by labelling the steps in the flow

chart below.'
4

a Module Format Steps
P

.1
_1. Student.Enters 7a.

lb.

2 .

8.

a.
9. EnablinT'Activities
10. Terminal Activities

4.
11.

5.

6.

fr

1-1

I

OP

3

/ AO°."
41/4"

11

4
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Design a'module by labetling the steps ii the flow

chart below.

1.

Module Format Steps

Student Enters 7a.

1' 7b.

2.
8.

3a.
9. Enabling Ac ivities

3b.
10

7
Terminal Ac,ivities)

4.
11.

5.

6.

of.

.1


